Key Points for Decision Makers {#FPar1}
==============================

All three model structures provided a reasonable fit to the Kaplan--Meier data.The long-term overall survival predicted by each structure resulted in non-trivial differences in the mean estimated survival benefit.The evidence from this study highlights the need to validate assumptions regarding survival and the application of treatment effects against what is known about the characteristics of the disease.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Decision models in healthcare are typically structured around a series of health states descriptive of the disease and characterized by associated costs and health-related quality of life (HRQoL). The expected costs and HRQoL of alternative treatments can be compared by estimating the amount of time spent in each health state over the timeframe of the analysis. In state-transition models (STMs; such as Markov or semi-Markov models \[SMMs\]), state occupancy is estimated by applying a set of transitions that define the probability that an individual currently in a health state (*i*) will move to another health state (*j*) in the following time period. A simple three-state model commonly applied in oncology modeling---progression-free (PF), progressed disease (PD), and death---has three sets of transitions: from PF to PD, from PF to death, and from PD to death (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Transition probabilities are conditional on the starting health state and can be time- and/or treatment-dependent. In a partitioned survival model (PSM), health state occupancy is estimated directly from the area under the relevant survival curve. In the three-health state example, overall survival (OS) is partitioned into those alive and PF (i.e., progression-free survival \[PFS\]) and those alive and with PD. The proportion alive at time *t* is given by the area under the OS curve, and the proportion alive and PF is given by the area under the PFS curve. The proportion alive and with PD is given by the difference between the OS and PFS curves. In this framework there are two implicit transitions: from PF to PD or death, and from PD to death. An inherent assumption of these model structures is that the disease progression is irreversible: patients can move from the PF to the PD health state but they cannot return to the PF health state.Fig. 1Three health state structures used by the partitioned survival model, post-progression survival Markov, and post-progression survival--progression-free survival Markov. *TP* transition probability

In a recent review of the technology appraisals in oncology conducted by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) between May 2013 and February 2016, 23 of 30 manufacturers' submissions presented a PSM rather than a Markov or semi-Markov approach \[[@CR1]\]. Regulatory approval for new oncology interventions is increasingly being granted on the basis of evidence from early-phase, single-arm trials with limited follow-up \[[@CR2]\], and, against this background, the PSM may be seen as a relatively straightforward and intuitive approach because state occupancy can be estimated directly from trial-based estimates of OS and PFS. Individual patient data are usually available to estimate survival functions for the target intervention, but not for comparators outside of the clinical trial. An advantage of the PSM approach is that OS and PFS curves can be constructed from Kaplan--Meier curves or from a synthesis of published evidence. However, there are some perceived limitations to this approach \[[@CR3]\].

In a within-trial analysis, the two approaches are expected to produce similar results, and both should provide a good fit to the trial data. However, the two approaches employ intrinsically different assumptions that may affect extrapolations of survival. For example, the PSM assumes independence between survival functions: in the three-state example, OS and PFS curves would be extrapolated from the trial data independently. However, depending on the disease, it is possible that the probability of PD is a function of the length of time spent in the PF state, and mortality risk after progression is a function of the time in PD as well as the time spent in PF. Extrapolating PFS and OS independently could also result in the analysis yielding implausible results. For example, the OS and PFS curves could cross, or the extrapolations could produce unrealistic estimated hazards (e.g., the risk of an event in the OS curve being lower than the risk of an event in the PFS curve). In an STM, survival functions are explicitly linked, and extrapolations can be informed by an interaction between underlying disease processes. The extent to which these structural differences affect the ability of either approach to inform decisions about cost effectiveness is uncertain.

In this analysis we have used individual patient data from a randomized clinical trial of patients with advanced, metastatic renal cell carcinoma (RCC; CheckMate 025) \[[@CR4]\] to compare survival outcomes predicted by a PSM and two different STMs. In the PSM approach, parametric survival curves were fitted directly to PFS and OS trial data and extrapolated to a lifetime horizon. The proportion of patients in each health state (PF, PD, and death) at time *t* was estimated from the areas under the PFS and OS curves. The first STM is described as a post-progression survival (PPS) Markov. In this approach, parametric curves were fitted to PFS, time to progression (TTP), and PPS data from the trial. The proportion of patients in each health state was estimated from a set of time-dependent transition probabilities. The transition probability from PF to PD was estimated from the TTP curve, and is dependent on the time spent in the PF state. The transition from PF to death is based on differences between the PFS and TTP curves. Transitions from PD to death were estimated from the PPS curve. Transitions are dependent on the time spent in PD, but are not dependent on time spent in the PF state. This assumes that the mortality risk after progression does not depend on the time at which the disease progressed. The second STM is described as a PPS--PFS Markov. The difference here is that the transition from PD to death is modeled using tunnel states, which allow the mortality risk to depend on the length of time the patient has been in the PF state. Different PPS curves are generated conditional on the length of PFS. This structure attempts to model the PPS more realistically by using the relationship between a prognostic variable at progression (TTP) and survival. The Markov structures discussed in this study require access to TTP and PPS data, which are not usually published but are available through patient data from a clinical trial. All of the models were implemented in Microsoft Excel^®^ (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Data Sources {#Sec3}
------------

Patient-level data were available from the CheckMate 025 trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01668784) with 14 and 38 months of minimum follow-up. CheckMate 025 is the pivotal randomized controlled trial for nivolumab compared with everolimus in patients with advanced or metastatic RCC \[[@CR4]\]. The dataset with 14 months' minimum follow-up was used to derive clinical inputs for each model structure in the base case, as these are the data that were available at the time of health technology assessment (HTA) submissions for nivolumab in RCC. The primary endpoint was OS. The median OS was 25.0 months (95% confidence interval \[CI\] 21.8--not estimable) for patients treated with nivolumab compared with 19.6 months (95% CI 17.6--23.1) for patients treated with everolimus (hazard ratio 0.73; 95% CI 0.57--0.93), indicative of a clinically and statistically significant improvement in OS achieved in patients treated with nivolumab. The OS curves from this trial are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. The median PFS as defined by RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors) 1.1 assessment was 4.6 months (95% CI 3.7--5.4) with nivolumab and 4.4 months (95% CI 3.7--5.5) with everolimus (hazard ratio 0.88; 95% CI 0.75--1.03) \[[@CR4]\]. The PFS curves from this trial are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b \[[@CR4]\].Fig. 2Overall survival (**a**) and progression-free survival (**b**) curves from the CheckMate 025 trial. *CI* confidence interval, *NE* not estimable

CheckMate 025 was an open-label trial. A protocol amendment after data read-out allowed patients in the everolimus arm to cross over to the nivolumab arm. For the 14-month data cut, 55.4% of patients in the nivolumab arm received subsequent therapy (2.4% of patients received immunotherapy, 53.9% received another approved agent, 3.2% received another investigational agent). In the everolimus arm, 63% of patients received subsequent therapy (5.1% received immunotherapy, 60.8% received other approved agents, 5.4% received other investigational agents including 1% who crossed over to receive nivolumab). Survival was not adjusted for subsequent treatment received and more patients in the everolimus arm went on to receive subsequent treatment. Therefore, the relative benefit of nivolumab may have been under-estimated. In CheckMate 025, median PFS was essentially the same for both drugs, which at first glance may suggest that differences in OS only occurred during the post-progression stage and that the difference in OS may be due to subsequent treatment. However, some patients starting immunotherapy have demonstrated an initial increase in tumor lesion size, followed by tumor regression. This could be due to the mechanism of action of immunotherapy, which causes T cells to infiltrate the tumor site. This initial pseudo-progression could be classified inaccurately as disease progression based on RECIST 1.1 assessment \[[@CR5]\]. CheckMate 025 allowed treatment beyond progression if there was investigator-assessed clinical benefit and tolerability. Analysis of patients treated beyond first progression in the CheckMate 025 study demonstrated that of 316 patients who progressed in the nivolumab arm, 153 patients were treated ≥ 4 weeks after first progression and 18 patients were treated \< 4 weeks beyond progression. Approximately half of patients who were treated with nivolumab beyond first progression had a reduction in tumor burden post-progression and 14% had a ≥ 30% reduction in tumor burden post-progression. Of the 320 patients who progressed in the everolimus arm, 65 were treated ≥ 4 weeks beyond progression and 111 were treated \< 4 weeks beyond progression. Approximately one-quarter of patients treated with everolimus beyond first progression had a reduction in tumor burden post-progression and none had a ≥ 30% reduction in tumor burden post-progression. Treatment beyond progression may have contributed to the OS benefit observed with nivolumab, suggesting that RECIST-defined PFS may not be a good surrogate of OS, especially with novel checkpoint inhibitors such as nivolumab \[[@CR6]\].

After this analysis was conducted, a data cut with 38 months' follow-up subsequently became available. These data were used to assess the predictive accuracy of each model structure. A sensitivity analysis using the dataset with 38 months of follow-up was also conducted.

Longer-term data were also available from the CheckMate 003 trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT00730639), which was a phase I study of nivolumab in patients with a range of malignancies, including RCC \[[@CR7]\].

Model Structure {#Sec4}
---------------

Three economic models were developed in Microsoft Excel^®^. All have the same structure with three health states (PF, PD, and death \[Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}\]), weekly cycle length, and lifetime (20-year) horizon.

The PSM uses parametric regressions fitted to the Kaplan--Meier curves for OS and PFS from the CheckMate 025 trial with predictions of survival extrapolated over the time horizon of the analysis. The proportion of patients in each health state at time *t* was estimated from the areas under the PFS and OS curves.

The PPS Markov and PPS--PFS Markov models use additional information on TTP and PPS from the trial to derive time-dependent transition probabilities (TPs). Three transitions are possible: from PF to PD (TP1), from PF to death (TP2), and from PD to death (TP3). The PPS Markov and PPS--PFS Markov use the same method for calculating TP1 and TP2. The method used to derive TP3 is different, as described later in this section.

TTP data were derived from the clinical trial by censoring PFS on death. Parametric curves were then fitted to the TTP data and extrapolated over a lifetime horizon in order to calculate TP1. Because the shape of the PFS curve reflects both death and PD, differences between PFS and TTP were used to calculate TP2. Changes in the shape of the PFS and TTP curves over time reflect the changing hazards, meaning that TP1 and TP2 are both dependent on the time the patient has spent in the PFS health state. The equations for TP1, TP2, and TP3 to calculate the transition probabilities from one cycle to the next are described as follows, with TP1 and TP2 used as an example below$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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PPS was extrapolated by fitting a parametric curve to the PPS Kaplan--Meier curve from the CheckMate 025 trial (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This curve was then used to calculate TP3 for the PPS Markov model. Changes in the hazard of the PPS curve over time mean that TP3 is a function of the time spent in the PPS health state, and hence tunnel states are used to track patients entering the PD health state. A limitation associated with the use of a PPS curve is that data from the patients who are censored before progression or death do not contribute to the estimation of PPS transition probabilities. Data from these patients may still inform the PSM as they are still included in the likelihood function. A further limitation of this method is the application of a single Kaplan--Meier curve for PPS, which assumes the same survival trajectory for all patients entering the PD state irrespective of the time spent in the PF state. TP3 is therefore independent of the time spent in PF, and this assumption is problematic if there is a correlation between PFS and PPS. A positive relationship between PFS and PPS in individual metastatic RCC patients on first-line treatment has previously been shown \[[@CR8]\].Fig. 3Post-progression survival curves from the CheckMate 025 trial (14 months' follow-up) (**a**), including for patients who progressed in \< 8 weeks (**b**), between 8 and 24 weeks (**c**), and after 24 weeks (**d**)

In order to account for possible differences in survival between progressed patients based on time spent in the PF state, three different Kaplan--Meier PPS curves were generated from the CheckMate 025 trial data for the PPS--PFS Markov model (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Patients were divided into three subgroups (tertiles) dependent on the time at which they progressed (the resulting PFS intervals are based on the selected percentiles). PPS curves were generated for patients who progressed within 8 weeks of randomization (\< 33.3rd percentile: *n* = 224), patients who progressed between 8 and 24 weeks of randomization (33.3rd--66.6th percentile, *n* = 195), and beyond 24 weeks of randomization (\> 66.6th percentile, *n* = 198). The initial 8-week timepoint was chosen to correspond with the first tumor assessment point in CheckMate 025 and the portioning of data into the aforementioned periods gave roughly equal sample sizes in each group. The discrepancy in patient numbers in each tertile arose due to the fact that progression was not a continuous measure, but rather was measured at discrete 4-week intervals in CheckMate 025. Each PPS curve was extrapolated by fitting a parametric curve to the Kaplan--Meier data. These curves were then used to derive transition TP3 for the PPS--PFS Markov. On entering the PD health state, tunnel states are used to track patients, and the model then assigns different transition probabilities based on PPS estimates conditional on TTP. In the PPS--PFS Markov, transition probabilities are dependent on the time spent in the PF state and the time after PD.

Data Analysis {#Sec5}
-------------

For the initial analysis parametric curves were fitted to the OS, PFS, TTP, and PPS Kaplan--Meier data from CheckMate 025 (14-month analysis, with minimum follow-up period of 14 months) and extrapolated over a lifetime horizon. For the base-case analysis, the best-fitting models were chosen based on Akaike's information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and visual inspection. For OS for everolimus, the three best-fitting distributions according to AIC and BIC criteria (log-normal, log-logistic, and generalized gamma) provided OS curves that plateaued after 3 years, meaning that OS in the everolimus arm was higher than in the nivolumab arm. This is not likely to be clinically plausible, given the OS curves for nivolumab demonstrate higher OS throughout the CheckMate 025 study period. The fourth best-fitting distribution (gamma) was therefore selected.

In addition, a number of scenario analyses were run in order to determine how changes to the parametric curve choices affected the results. The scenarios included exponential distributions fitted to all endpoints, Weibull distributions fitted to all endpoints, generalized gamma distributions, gamma distributions fitted to all endpoints, and log-normal distributions fitted to all endpoints. These distributions were chosen as they provided the best fit to the CheckMate 025 trial data for at least one endpoint.

Additional trial data have since become available with \~ 38 months' minimum follow-up. These data have been used to evaluate the long-term survival predictions of the analysis. The parametric survival modeling was conducted using the flexsurv package in the statistical software, R.3.3.0 \[[@CR9]\]. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the final functional choices for the trial data in the base case and for the scenario analyses.Table 1Parametric distributions used to model each curve for the CheckMate 025 dataCurve choiceNivolumabEverolimusBase-case analysis OSGammaGamma PFSGeneralized gammaLog-normal TTPGeneralized gammaLog-normal PPS (overall)Generalized gammaExponential PPS (PFS \< 8 weeks)ExponentialLog-normal PPS (PFS 8--24 weeks)ExponentialExponential PPS (\> 24 weeks)WeibullExponentialSensitivity analysis 1 (exponentials only) OSExponentialExponential PFSExponentialExponential TTPExponentialExponential PPS (overall)ExponentialExponential PPS (PFS \< 8 weeks)ExponentialExponential PPS (PFS 8--24 weeks)ExponentialExponential PPS (\> 24 weeks)ExponentialExponentialSensitivity analysis 2 (Weibulls only) OSWeibullWeibull PFSWeibullWeibull TTPWeibullWeibull PPS (overall)WeibullWeibull PPS (PFS \< 8 weeks)WeibullWeibull PPS (PFS 8--24 weeks)WeibullWeibull PPS (\> 24 weeks)WeibullWeibullSensitivity analysis 3 (generalized gammas only) OSGeneralized gammaGeneralized gamma PFSGeneralized gammaGeneralized gamma TTPGeneralized gammaGeneralized gamma PPS (overall)Generalized gammaGeneralized gamma PPS (PFS \< 8 weeks)Generalized gammaGeneralized gamma PPS (PFS 8--24 weeks)Generalized gammaGeneralized gammaSensitivity analysis 4 (log-normals only) OSLog-normalLog-normal PFSLog-normalLog-normal TTPLog-normalLog-normal PPS (overall)Log-normalLog-normal PPS (PFS \< 8 weeks)Log-normalLog-normal PPS (PFS 8--24 weeks)Log-normalLog-normal PPS (\> 24 weeks)Log-normalLog-normalSensitivity analysis 5 (38-month data) Overall survivalLog-logisticLog-logistic PFSGeneralized gammaLog-normal Time to progressionGeneralized gammaGeneralized gamma PPS (overall)ExponentialGeneralized gamma PPS (PFS \< 8 weeks)ExponentialLog-normal PPS (PFS 8--24 weeks)Log-logisticLog-normal PPS (\> 24 weeks)WeibullLog-logistic*OS* overall survival, *PFS* progression-free survival, *PPS* post-progression survival, *TTP* time to progression

Results {#Sec6}
=======

The OS estimates produced by each model were initially compared in terms of goodness of fit to the CheckMate 025 trial data (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). All of the models provide a reasonable fit to the observed data at 1 and 2 years, particularly for nivolumab, and this is evident from visual inspection of the respective survival curves (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Three-year OS rates from a later cut of the CheckMate 025 data were used to evaluate the long-term estimates of each model structure. The 3-year OS rate for the nivolumab arm of CheckMate 025 with 38 months' follow-up was 39.1%. The PPS--PFS Markov was able to predict this most closely at 36.2%, followed by the PSM at 33.1%. The PPS Markov under-predicted the 3-year OS at 27.6% (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The 3-year OS rate in the everolimus arm from the CheckMate 025 data with 38 months' follow-up was 29.5%. The PPS--PFS Markov was able to most closely predict this at 26.5%, closely followed by the PSM at 25.6%. The PPS Markov under-predicted the 3-year OS at 19.2% (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). When comparing the results from the 14-month and 38-month analyses from the everolimus arm, it is important to consider that 47 patients in the trial crossed over from everolimus to nivolumab by 2 years, and this could have implications for the survival observed in the everolimus arm. At 3, 4, and 5 years there are meaningful differences in predictions of survival between the models (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The differences between the PPS--PFS Markov and PPS Markov are the most marked, and the PPS Markov consistently produces the lowest survival estimates for both nivolumab and everolimus. Additional assessment of the nivolumab arms of each model was conducted using the conditional survival from 1 to 5 years for patients who received nivolumab in the CheckMate 003 trial (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR7]\]. Estimates of 5-year conditional survival years for the PSM, PPS Markov, and PPS--PFS Markov are 18.0%, 9.9%, and 22.1%, respectively, for nivolumab, versus 48.6% in the CheckMate 003 trial. The PPS--PFS Markov produces estimates that are closest to the CheckMate 003 cohort \[[@CR7]\], although the discrepancy is large. The discrepancy may be due to different baseline characteristics of patients entering CheckMate 025 and CheckMate 003 and to dosing differences between the two trials. The 5-year conditional survival estimates for everolimus patients, predicted by the PSM, PPS Markov, and PPS--PFS Markov model structures were comparable to those predicted by each model structure in the nivolumab arm at 14.9%, 8.4%, 20.7%, respectively (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Comparison of nivolumab and everolimus overall survival as predicted by each model type with data from CheckMate 025 and CheckMate 003Model typeOverall survival (%)Conditional survival from 1 to 5 years (%)Restricted mean survival analyses over a 20-year time horizon (months)1 year2 years3 years4 years5 yearsNivolumab (observed) CheckMate 025 (14 months' follow-up)76.051.7NANANANANA CheckMate 025 (38 months' follow-up)76.052.239.129.4NANANA CheckMate 00370.648.141.237.834.348.6NAEverolimus (observed) CheckMate 025 (14 months' follow-up)66.744.3NANANANANA CheckMate 025 (38 months' follow-up)67.042.129.523.2NANANANivolumab (base-case analysis) PSM74.750.733.121.213.418.033.2 PPS Markov76.749.527.614.07.69.930.9 PPS--PFS Markov73.752.136.224.516.322.136.0Everolimus (base-case analysis) PSM65.141.225.615.89.714.926.62 PPS Markov64.935.919.210.25.48.423.27 PPS--PFS Markov60.539.426.518.112.520.728.65Nivolumab (sensitivity analysis 1: exponential curves fit to all endpoints) PSM72.152.738.428.120.528.438.0 PPS Markov76.751.032.220.012.316.131.6 PPS--PFS Markov75.855.040.630.623.531.044.2Everolimus (sensitivity analysis 1: exponential curves fit to all endpoints) PSM64.142.428.018.512.319.128.5 PPS Markov65.935.718.29.14.56.822.7 PPS--PFS Markov62.338.725.116.711.318.127.5Nivolumab (sensitivity analysis 2: Weibull curves fit to all endpoints) PSM75.150.531.919.211.114.830.29 PPS Markov77.550.229.916.99.211.929.53 PPS--PFS Markov76.153.735.822.513.217.432.18Everolimus (sensitivity analysis 2: Weibull curves fit to all endpoints) PSM65.241.225.415.49.214.126.22 PPS Markov65.435.618.910.15.58.423.25 PPS--PFS Markov62.838.823.814.48.613.725.31Nivolumab (sensitivity analysis 3: generalized gamma curves fit to all endpoints) PSM74.750.733.221.413.618.233.37 PPS Markov76.749.527.614.07.69.930.85 PPS--PFS Markov74.651.332.919.210.814.433.02Everolimus (sensitivity analysis 3: generalized gamma curves fit to all endpoints) PSM63.342.530.222.317.026.835.94 PPS Markov63.537.223.115.110.216.127.48 PPS--PFS Markov60.138.825.717.111.318.927.33Nivolumab (sensitivity analysis 4: log-normal curves fit to all endpoints) PSM72.652.740.131.725.835.552.82 PPS Markov74.552.238.629.823.831.950.84 PPS--PFS Markov72.754.542.934.829.039.859.99Everolimus (sensitivity analysis 4: log-normal curves fit to all endpoints) PSM62.643.332.225.120.232.343.30 PPS Markov62.538.526.319.314.923.936.23 PPS--PFS Markov59.740.029.122.418.030.140.78Nivolumab (sensitivity analysis 5: re-analysis with 38-month dataset) PSM74.452.638.629.523.431.450.78 PPS Markov76.153.837.726.418.624.538.83 PPS--PFS Markov73.553.639.127.919.626.641.11Everolimus (sensitivity analysis 5: re-analysis with 38-month dataset) PSM63.341.929.922.717.928.341.72 PPS Markov61.537.425.017.813.221.531.80 PPS--PFS Markov56.636.925.718.714.225.133.60*NA* not available, *PFS* progression-free survival, *PPS* post-progression survival, *PSM* partitioned survival modelFig. 4Extrapolations of overall survival for nivolumab (**a**) and everolimus (**b**) over a lifetime horizon. Kaplan--Meier data from the CheckMate 025 trial with 14 months' follow-up. *PFS* progression-free survival, *PPS* post-progression survival, *PSM* partitioned survival modelFig. 5Markov traces for nivolumab (**a**) and everolimus (**b**) over a 10-year horizon. *PD* progressed disease, *PF* progression-free, *PFS* progression-free survival, *PPS* post-progression survival, *PSM* partitioned survival model

From the viewpoint of modeling cost effectiveness, the most relevant comparison between the different model structures is in estimates of incremental mean survival over the modeling horizon because this drives differences in quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs). Estimates of the difference in mean survival between nivolumab and everolimus over 20 years are 6.62 months (PSM), 7.6 months (PPS Markov), and 7.4 months (PPS--PFS Markov). The latter two reflect non-trivial differences of + 14% and + 11%, respectively, compared with PSM.

In order to determine how changes to the parametric curve choice might affect the results, a scenario was run with exponential distributions fitted to all endpoints. Although the exponential curve was not the best choice for goodness of fit for most endpoints according to AIC/BIC criteria, each model still provided reasonable fit to the trial data for the nivolumab arm. A reduction in goodness of fit was observed for the everolimus arm. The dataset with 38 months' follow-up was used to assess the long-term survival predictions of each model. Both the PSM and the PPS--PFS Markov provided a very close fit to the 3-year OS rate for nivolumab from CheckMate 025 at 3 years (39.1%), with estimates of 38.4% and 40.6%, respectively (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The PPS Markov under-predicted the 3-year OS rate, with an estimate of 32.2%. The PSM provided the closest fit to the 3-year OS rate for everolimus from CheckMate 025 (29.5%), with an estimate of 28.0%. The PPS--PFS Markov and PPS Markov estimated 3-year OS rates of 25.1% and 18.2%, respectively (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The incremental OS between nivolumab and everolimus estimated by the PSM, PPS Markov, and PPS--PFS Markov was 9.5, 8.9, and 16.7 months, respectively. This reflects non-trivial differences of − 6.3% and 75.8% between the latter two models and the PSM. Additional scenarios were run using Weibull, generalized gamma, and log-normal curves fit to all endpoints. As expected, the results of these scenarios demonstrate that the outcomes predicted by each model are sensitive to the choice in parametric curves, which reiterates the importance of validating each choice (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

PSM and Markov decision-analytic models were developed to compare the differences in estimated survival outcomes between these modeling approaches. Two different STM analytic approaches were investigated, one in which PPS transition probabilities are independent of time spent in the PF state, and the other in which PPS transition probabilities were dependent on time spent in the PF state, based on a Kaplan--Meier analysis to estimate PPS for each of the three PFS groups (PFS ≤ 8 weeks, PFS \> 8 and ≤ 24 weeks, and PFS \> 24 weeks). The three approaches were easily implementable in Microsoft Excel^®^, making them accessible approaches for most analysts and appropriate for most HTA submission processes across the world.

The main conclusion from this analysis is that differences in the assumptions underlying the choice of model structure are likely to produce different estimates of QALY gains, which could have a significant impact on estimates of cost effectiveness. The difference in the estimated longer-term OS probabilities of each model was significantly decreased when a sensitivity analysis was conducted using more mature data, which highlights the additional uncertainty associated with the use of datasets with a short minimum follow-up. When using the earlier 14-month data cut, the PPS--PFS Markov was able to predict most closely the observed 3-year data for nivolumab. This may have implications in a HTA landscape where drug manufacturers are increasingly seeking reimbursement of new drugs based on early data cuts from randomized clinical trials.

There is evidence to suggest that some patients in the CheckMate 025 trial may have experienced pseudo-progression. It is worth noting that pseudo-progression has implications for any economic model that includes progression as a key determinant of costs and/or outcomes. A possible method to overcome the issue of pseudo-progression is to use time to treatment discontinuation curves from clinical trials, which may be a better indicator of actual progression, in place of PFS curves \[[@CR10]\]. The specific relationship between the estimates produced by different models in this example is not necessarily generalizable to any other type of cancer or disease, and there is no independent way in our example of deciding which approach is most appropriate. This will be a topic of future research. The most that we can say is that the choice of model structure should be based on an explicit consideration of the underlying relationships between progression and mortality risk, which are specific to the disease, and to the expected mode of action of different treatments. Goodness of fit with short-term survival data from a clinical trial is not necessarily an appropriate criterion on its own for model selection.

Our results are consistent with those of other similar studies. The work by McEwan et al. \[[@CR11]\] compared observed trial-based survival outcomes for patients with small-cell lung cancer with estimates produced by a PSM, and Markov models with time-independent, time-dependent, and time-and-treatment-dependent (TTD) transitions. As expected, the PSM produced the closest estimates to the observed (within clinical trial) survival data. The PSM uses survival curves directly fitted to the PFS and OS data, whereas the Markov models estimate OS indirectly using a combination of PFS, TTP, and PPS curves. The three Markov variants produced different estimates, but the more flexible TTD structure produced the closest fit. Differences in survival estimates are most likely to be evident in extrapolating trial outcomes. Goeree et al. \[[@CR12]\] compared incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) estimates generated by a PSM and a standard Markov model for patients with non-small-cell lung cancer and found that the two approaches produced very similar results. However, in this analysis, PPS was not derived directly from the trial, but calculated indirectly using OS and TTP data. Briggs et al. \[[@CR13]\] compared estimates of OS and PFS produced by a PSM, a standard Markov model, and a SMM with time-dependent transitions using data from the CheckMate 003 trial. The PSM and standard Markov produced different estimates, but estimates produced by the PSM and semi-Markov approaches were similar, although the semi-Markov did not show as good a fit to the short-term trial data. Coyle and Coyle \[[@CR14]\] used a simulated dataset to compare ICERs generated by a three-state PSM and a traditional Markov cohort model. Few details are available on the structure of the models, but the authors conclude that an analysis based on a PSM approach has an inherent bias in favor of interventions that impact disease progression rather than mortality within health states, and suggest that this approach should not be used as a basis for reimbursement decisions. Williams et al. \[[@CR15]\] compared extrapolated QALY gains and ICERs generated by a PSM and an STM in which transition probabilities were estimated by a multistate regression model. The authors concluded that different assumptions underlying the two approaches gave rise to a difference in ICERs (£16,000 with PSM; £29,000 with STM) that could affect decisions about cost effectiveness.

There are a number of limitations associated with this analysis. The PPS--PFS Markov involves dividing the patients into subgroups to measure PPS. This requires time to event analysis to be conducted on groups with a small sample size and who are non-randomized at the point of progression. Also, while the selection of cut-off points for time in PFS were chosen to give approximately equal numbered groups of patients, following the methodology of a previous study in metastatic RCC \[[@CR8]\], selection of any cut-off point by an analyst may be considered arbitrary. Additional statistical tests, such as the Chow test, clinical validation, and sensitivity analysis to determine the effect of different cut-offs on model outcomes should be conducted to select appropriate timepoints at which to divide PFS patients.

There have been a number of recent research publications exploring additional survival extrapolation techniques for predicting long-term outcomes associated with immunotherapy such as the use of spline models and cure fraction models \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. These were outside the scope of the analysis; the survival extrapolation methods used in this paper were restricted to the use of standard parametric models commonly used in HTA submissions. However, it would be possible to include additional survival extrapolation methods, such as spline models, within these model structures, and this is another area for future research.

Use of a complex modelling approach such as a cure model, a multistate regression model or patient simulation model may overcome some of the key limitations described in this analysis, such as more fully capturing the heterogeneity of the patient population in terms of their survival. These modelling approaches were outside the scope of this study and should be explored in future research. However, until predictions of long-term survival from models are fully validated against long-term data it is not clear at this stage whether adding complexity to modelling short-term (uncertain) data is advantageous when trying to estimate long-term survival versus simpler or more standard modelling approaches.

Conclusion {#Sec8}
==========

The evidence from our study and previous work highlights the importance of the assumptions underlying any model structure, and the need to validate assumptions regarding survival and the application of treatment effects against the known disease characteristics.
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